


Editor's notes:

HISTORY:

This document was compiled from Microfiche Catalogue 01117, which covered cars built between 07/79 and the end of production.  

It is dated 03/91, some months after the end of production in July 1990, and it came to me in what looked very much like its original 

envelope, with a label bearing the following legend:

MIC 01117F

2CV

ED 10/98

This I presume was the last issue of parts catalogue for the 2CV.  Whether the suffix F means 'Final' or not I don't know!

The fiches were given to me by a kind Belgian artist called Tony Willems who I visited in January 2005.in Gierle, Belgium.

I had the fiches printed out at my local library, then scanned them into my Mac PowerBook, using a Heidelberg Linocolor 1200 

scanner.  I scanned in B&W and at 300 dpi.  I then cleaned up the images and text in GraphicConverter, and used Acrobat Standard 

6 to write the .pdf file and to make the index.  I'd say it probably took around 12-1500 hours to do over an unemployed winter.  The 

images were pretty poor, and the text illegible in places, so I had to use the index and content lists to check things, before finally 

going back to the originals and comparing them on a reader with the results of my work, correcting as necessary.

I'm bound to have introduced some errors, though I've tried not to.  I've mostly left such errors as I found in the original - especially 

spelling - but may have corrected a few things which were confusing.  If you find errors pleas do let me know!

USING THIS DOCUMENT: 

You should find a bookmark index opening with the parts list (to the left of the scanned pages).  The index shows the different 

Fiches and their general topics.  Click on the little arrow to the left of a fiche to open the nested index to that Fiche.  Click on the 

topic you wish to view and its first page will automatically appear on the screen.



NUMBERING

It may amuse or interest you to know that the part numbers contain some coded information:

Part numbers beginning with the following letters indicate the vehicle for which the part was first developed:

A original 375 cc 2CV 1949-59

AK AK 350 and AK400 van, Acadiane 1963-87

AM Ami 6, 8 and Super

AT 2CV 4 x 4 Sahara 1963-66

AU 375cc Van

AW Sahara 1958-63

AY Original 425 Dyane

AYA 435 Dyane (and Mehari)

AYB 602 Dyane

AZ 425 cc 2CV

AZU 425 Van 1954-75

CX ? CX (normally M)

D  indicates parts designed for the DS prior to October 1955

DS indicates parts for the DS post Oct. '55

DJF DS Break

DV ID19/D Spécial

DX DS21 or 23

GX GS

GYB

HG

HY H-van

ZC, ZD, ZF More recent model-independant codes



Then there are several number series:

5

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26

75, 79

94, 95, 96

I don't know of a logic behind these.

The numbering scheme started off *really* simple and logical.  For example, 

AM 211 204 A is the number for the distributor cam on late 2CV's.  

AM means it was first introduced on the Ami.

211 is the distributor 

204 is the distributor cam

A is the first revision.

Over the years, they made it increasingly complex - in the current schemes there's no obvious relevance, just what seems to be 

random numbering.  But the numbering of the Parts Catalogue sections still contains an echo of the original logic.  The number of 

the section in the parts catalogue for this part is 02-2112-10, meaning:

02 Fiche 2

2112 section 2112, Distributor (used to be 211, as above).

10 sub-section 10 (which is the Ducellier distributor, whereas the FEMSA alternative is sub-section 20).

Please feel free to share this with other enthusiasts around the world.  I can't stop you, but I would really rather that copies were 

given, rather than sold (except for the reasonable cost of making a copy if you pass it on in Disk form).

Do please report errors or suggestions to me at tonyjackson@zetnet.co.uk

Enjoy!
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